
Delivering Time & Cost Savings
Across Your Entire Organization

- Make powerful business decisions and 
re-write your distribution model back to 
profitable.

- Bring cost savings &  real time 
transparency about shipments to you &  
your customers.

- Recuperate wasted money which occurs 
throughout the logistics chain.

360° of Benefits 

CALL US FOR A NO RISK, NO COST
VIRTUALLY NO EFFORT EVALUATION

877-TLS-SHIP
www.AuditSource.net/360

YOUR ENTIRE DISTRIBUTION PROCESS BENEFITS & SAVES

360° of Benefits means we offer you a full circle of 
benefits from start to finish allowing you &  your 
organization to make faster, intelligent business 
decisions while saving money, improving customer 
service &  efficiency.



Recuperate wasted money 
occurring throughout the 
entire logistics chain

MANAGE THE ENTIRE LOGISTICS PROCESS AND 
YOUR CUSTOMERS LIKE NEVER BEFORE.

877-TLS-SHIP
www.AuditSource.net/360

ULTIMATELY WE BRING YOU CRITICAL SAVINGS AND 
A HEIGHTENED ABILITY TO PROACTIVELY MANAGE.

360° of Benefits 

IF YOU CAN CLICK A BUTTON, YOU CAN 
PROACTIVELY MANAGE YOUR LOGISTICS 
PROCESS WITH LESS TIME &  EFFORT 
WITH OUR SOLUTION. 

WE ENABLE YOU TO DO MORE... SAVE MORE...

Hold your vendors accountable to a higher standard and shine 
a light on the hidden costs associated with poor routing 
decisions. TLS will analyze your inbound shipping, identify 
savings, monitor and enforce vendor compliance. Simply have 
your vendors contact our "CALL CENTER" for routing 
instructions to take advantage of cost management, shipment 
visibility, vendor relationships while you enjoy the savings.

PURCHASING

Who isn't having to do more with less nowadays? The calls, 
e-mails &  website visits to multiple carriers to compare quotes 
are time consuming? not to mention, repeating the same 
activities to schedule pickups, prepare documentation, etc. TLS 
streamlines this process by analyzing your shipping patterns, 
providing a core group of quality carriers, and the tools to 
manage them efficiently through our various programs, from a 
fully integrated TMS to a simple web-hosted solution.

SHIPPING

As sales continue to rise, so does the burden on your customer 
service staff. Tracking shipments and resolving delivery-related 
issues in addition to filing and following up on claims means 
countless calls, e-mail and going to multiple websites to 
gather the information needed. TLS?s Single Point Of Contact 
(SPOC) program shifts that load from you to us. Call, click or 
e-mail for a rapid resolution to all your questions.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

The pressures of Just In Time (JIT) inventory for both 
manufacturing and distribution continue to increase. TLS 
relieves that strain by streamlining the number of carriers 
delivering to your company and providing visibility to all your 
inbound shipments.

RECEIVING

Competition is fierce &  TLS?s solutions can help give your 
sales team the edge they need to create additional revenue, 
turning freight costs into a profit center. Our solution provides 
your sales team with access to real-time competitive rates, 
transit times &  critical reporting. TLS?s solution provides your 
team with vital decision making information.

SALES

Convert those stacks of carrier payables to one simple, 
easy-to-understand invoice from TLS. We'll audit the carrier 
invoices to ensure accuracy and apply required accounting 
processes, i.e. Freight Accruals, (G/L) coding, etc. Receive your 
invoices as a PDF or a flat file to upload into your accounting 
system or simply access them through the web. Our solution 
will bring efficiency to your accounting department.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

Avoid the time &  resources it takes to invest in unproven 
systems creating demands on your IT department. TLS?s 
web-based solution spares a valued commodity of your 
organizations, time &  resources. TLS?s technology are 
web-based and hosted solutions, requiring very little training 
and virtually no needed support. You can be up and running in 
days, not months.

IT DEPARTMENT

CALL US FOR A NO RISK, NO COST
VIRTUALLY NO EFFORT EVALUATION


